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MetaMask 101:
A Step-by-Step Guide on
Creating an Account
If you’re going to be in the crypto space, a MetaMask account
will let you take advantage of all the moneymaking opportunities
available to you.
It will allow you to:
•

Send Ethereum (ETH) to individuals and businesses.

•

Store Ethereum and ERC-20 tokens. (ERC-20 tokens are
stored and sent using Ethereum addresses.)

•

Store non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and collectables.

Today, in this step-by-step guide, we’re going to show you
everything you need to do to get your account up and running.

Step 1: Download MetaMask
To create a new wallet, you must install the MetaMask extension
first. Depending on your browser, there are multiple marketplaces
to find it.
You can also download it from official website: Metamask.io.
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When you download MetaMask,
click on the extension icon in the
upper right corner to
open MetaMask.
You will be prompted to create
a new account. Click “Create a
Wallet.”

Step 2: Create Your
Password
Once you have chosen to create
your account, you will then be
asked to accept the terms of use.
After that, follow the prompts to
create your new password. Press
the “Create” button.

Step 3: Secret
Recovery Phrase
Once your secret backup phrase
is revealed to you, immediately
write it down. You want to create
multiple layers of security, and you
can do this by storing your secret
phrase on a USB drive.
The protection of this phrase is
VITAL for the protection of your
crypto.
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If someone gained access
to your phrase, your
crypto would be at risk,
and that would be a
problem.
After you back up your
secret phrase, you must
re-enter it to confirm
your backup phrase.

Step 4: Fund Your Wallet
You want to start navigating your wallet by getting to know what
and where things are, such as your Ethereum address. You can
easily copy the address by pressing the “Account details” tab.

The ways to fund your MetaMask wallet are with your credit or
debit card, or you can buy ETH from an exchange and transfer the
ETH into your MetaMask wallet.
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On the “Account” tab, you can copy your ETH (Ethereum) address
and then you will be able to send ETH.
When you fund your account, you want to have extra ETH in your
account to pay for Gas Fees (fees charged for every ETH transaction).
The amount of traffic on the Ethereum blockchain at the time of
your transaction will determine the amount of your Gas Fee.
In order for you to send crypto
from your MetaMask wallet to
another wallet, press “Send,” as
shown on the right.
Choose where you want to send,
and press “Add Recipient.”

Once you decide what amount you
would like to send, you can select
the speed in which you would like
the transaction to take place.
The speed options are slow,
average, and fast.
Lastly, press “Continue,” and then
you can confirm your transaction.
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Congratulations!
Your MetaMask account should be up and running.
Here’s a quick recap of the most important things to know about
your MetaMask account – with it, you can:
•

Send Ethereum (ETH) to individuals and businesses.

•

Store Ethereum and ERC-20 tokens. (ERC-20 tokens are
stored and sent using Ethereum addresses.)

•

Store non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and collectables.

Remember that on alternativewealthdaily.com, we have even
more guides to help take you from cryptocurrency newbie to
expert in no time at all.
To your investing success,
The Alternative Wealth Daily Research Team
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PLEASE NOTE
From time to time, Money Map Press will recommend stocks or other investments that will not be included
in our regular portfolios. There are certain situations where we feel a company may be an extraordinary
value but may not necessarily fit within the selection guidelines of these existing portfolios. In these cases,
the recommendations are speculative and should not be considered as part of Money Map Press philosophy.
Also, by the time you receive this report, there is a chance that we may have exited a recommendation previously included in our portfolio. Occasionally, this happens because we use a disciplined selling strategy with
our investments, meaning that if a company’s share price falls below a certain price level, we immediately
notify our subscribers to sell the stock.

Money Map Press is not a broker, dealer or licensed investment advisor. No person listed here should
be considered as permitted to engage in rendering personalized investment, legal or other professional
advice as an agent of Money Map Press. Money Map Press does not receive any compensation for these
services. Additionally, any individual services rendered to subscribers by those mentioned are considered
completely separate from and outside the scope of services offered by Money Map Press. Therefore if
you choose to contact anyone listed here, such contact, as well as any resulting relationship, is strictly
between you and them.

Copyright 2007-present, Money Map Press, 1125 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21201
Phone: 888.384.8339 or 443.353.4519
All rights reserved. Money Map Press provides its members with unique opportunities to build and
protect wealth, globally, under all market conditions. The executive staff, research department and editors who contribute to Money Map Press recommendations are proud of our history and reputation.
We believe the advice presented to our subscribers in our published resources and at our meetings
and seminars is the best and most useful available to global investors today. The recommendations and
analysis presented to members is for the exclusive use of members. Copying or disseminating any information published by Money Map Press, electronic or otherwise, is strictly prohibited. Members should
be aware that investment markets have inherent risks and there can be no guarantee of future profits.
Likewise, past performance does not assure future results. Recommendations are subject to change
at any time, so members are encouraged to make regular use of the website and pay special attention
to Money Map Press updates sent out via e-mail. The publishers, editors, employees or agents are not
responsible for errors and/or omissions.
PRIVACY NOTICE
You and your family are entitled to review and act on any recommendations made in this document. All
Money Map Press publications are protected by copyright. No part of this report may be reproduced by
any means (including facsimile) or placed on any electronic medium without written permission from the
publisher. Information contained herein is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. Money Map Press expressly forbids its writers from having a financial interest in
any security recommended to its readers. All Money Map Press employees and agents must wait 24 hours
after an Internet publication and 72 hours after a print publication is mailed prior to following an initial
recommendation. Money Map Press does not act as a personal investment advisor, nor does it advocate
the purchase or sale of any security or investment for any specific individual. Investments recommended
in this publication should be made only after consulting with your investment advisor, and only after reviewing the prospectus or financial statements of the company.
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